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Abstract: 
Objective: Determine the clinical presentation and diagnosis of the cervical lymphadenitis at tertiary care Hospital. 
Material and methods:  This was a descriptive and case series study and was carried out at general surgery department of 
LUMHS Hyderabad/Jamshoro. Study was conducted with duration of on years from 2015 to July 2016. Both genders were 
selected. Complete relevant laboratory investigations were carried out. All patients were underwent FNAC, and also incisional 
biopsies were carried out under the local anesthesia in some cases where it was needed for proper diagnosis. I cases having 
abscess, the biopsies were done from walls of lymph nodes and puss was drained. All the specimens were sent to diagnostic 
laboratory for histopathological diagnosis. All the data was entered in the predestined proforma.  
RESULTS:  Total 46 cases were selected in this series with presentation of cervical lymphadenitis, patient’s mean age was found 
34.21+5.12 years. Female gender was found in the majority 28(40.87%). Fever was commonest clinical feature in 76% cases. 
Following by swelling, abscess, solid nodes, weight loss, loss of appetite and others were noted with percentage of 55.69%, 
39.13%, 45.65%, 58.69% and 21.73% respectively.  Tuberculosis was found commonest diagnosis in 57.14% cases, reactive 
hyperplasia in the 02(04.34%), Metastasis in 1 case, Lymphoma in 10.86% cases, Kikuchi in 1 case, non-specific was found in 
10.86% cases while SCC was noted only in 1 case.  
CONCLUSION: Cervical lymphadenitis was most frequent in females. Commonest clinical features were Fever, swelling, weight 
loss, loss of appetite and abscess.  Most common histopathological diagnosis was tuberculosis and lymphoma, while malignancy 
was only in one case. 
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INTRODUCTION: 
Cervical lymphadenitis is the common clinical 
presentation due to a number of reasons varying from 
benign self-limiting reactive hyperplasia to infections 
to malignant disorders [1]. It is frequently defined as 
lymph nodal tissue of the cervical region more than 
1cm in the diameter [2]. Head and the neck have an 
exceptionally rich lymphatic drainage [3, 4]. These 
are commonest site of involvement and prevalent as 
60% to 90% cases with or without association with 
the other lymphatic tissues [5].  Raised incidence of 
the mycobacterial lymphadenitis in the population of 
Asia. Tuberculosis is the commonest risk factor of it 
which may present as a distinct entity or as a part of 
systemic tuberculosis [6]. Chronic cervical lymph 
node enlargement is a diagnostic dilemma for the 
clinicians as it may harbor an underlying disease. In 
the western countries chronic cervical 
lymphadenopathy due to tuberculosis is not relevant 
as compare to our country where it is a common 
problem [7,8]. Despite the decline of pulmonary and 
visceral tuberculosis in the west, incidence still 
remains high of tuberculous lymphadenitis in 
Pakistan[9]. FNAC has been presented in the lab 
diagnostics since last a few decades [10], there are as 
yet numerous circumstance, where excisional 
biopsies is obligatory, particularly in associated cases 
with lymphoproliferative events. In a study refers to a 
review on the part of ultrasound (US) guided core 
biopsy in diagnosis and type of the lymphoma in 
regions of the neck and head [11]. 
From histopathological approaches, non-specific and 
reactive diagnosis are commonest, however a critical 
number of the patients are presented with  
granulomatous inflammation, the most widely 
recognized cause being tuberculosis is worldwide 
[12]. It is also a typical finding on clinical 
examination in pediatric population [13]. Different 
studies showed different diagnosis except 
tuberculosis. Therefore aim of present study was to 
assess the histopathological diagnosis of cervical 
lymphadenitis at tertiary care Hospital.  
 
 
 
 

MATERIAL AND METHODS: 
This was a descriptive and case series study and was 
carried out at general surgery department of LUMHS 
Hyderabad/Jamshoro. Study was conducted with 
duration of on years from 2015 to July 2016. All the 
cases having cervical lymph node were included from 
the general surgery OPD. Both genders were 
selected. Complete relevant laboratory investigations 
were carried out including CBC+ESR, neck 
ultrasound, chest X-Ray and also MRI in some cases.  
ENT examination was carried out in the needed 
cases. After complete baseline workup all patients 
were underwent FNAC, and also incisional biopsies 
were carried out under the local anesthesia in some 
cases where it was needed for proper diagnosis. 
While in the cases having presentation of abscess, the 
biopsies was done from walls of lymph nodes and 
puss was drained. All the biopsies were carried out 
by skilled and experienced surgeons. All the 
specimens were sent to diagnostic laboratory for 
histopathological diagnosis. Data regarding 
demographic characteristics, clinical features and 
histopathological diagnosis was entered in 
predestined proforma. For data analysis SPSS was 
used version 20. 
 
RESULTS: 
Total 46 cases were selected in this series with 
presentation of cervical lymphadenitis, patient’s 

mean age was found 34.21+5.12 years. Female 
gender was found in the majority 28(40.87%), while 
male gender was 18(39.13%). Multiple lymphadenitis 
was found in majority of the cases 26(56.53%), while 
20(43.47%) cases were found with presentation of 
single lymphadenitis, results showed in TABLE: 1. 
Fever was commonest clinical feature in 76% cases, 
following by swelling, abscess, solid nodes, weight 
loss, loss of appetite and others were noted with 
percentage of 55.69%, 39.13%, 45.65%, 58.69% and 
21.73% respectively, results showed in FIG:1.  
Tuberculosis was found commonest diagnosis in 
57.14% cases, reactive hyperplasia in the 
02(04.34%), Metastasis in 1 case, Lymphoma in 
10.86% cases, Kikuchi in 1 case, non-specific was 
found in 10.86% cases while SCC was noted only in 
1 case. TABLE: 2. 
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Table: 1:  Patients distribution according to demographic characteristics. n=46 

 
Basic variables Frequency/% 

 
Age(mean+SD) 

 
34.21+5.12 years 

 
Gender 

Male 
Female 

 
Quantity of enlarged nodes 

Single 
Multiple 

 
Size of enlarged nodes 

Less than 3 CM 
More than 3 CM 

 
 

18(39.13%) 
28(40.87%) 

 
 

20(43.47%) 
26(56.53%) 

 
 

31(67.39%) 
15(32.61%) 

 
Site of enlarged nodes 

Unilateral  
Bilateral  

 
 

19(41.30%) 
27(58.70%) 

 

76%

58.69%

39.13%

45.65%

58.69%

50.00%

21.73%
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Fig 1: Patients distribution according to clinical pattern n= 46 
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Table 2:  Cases distribution according histopathological diagnosis n=46 

 
Histopathology Frequency (%)  

 
Tuberculosis   

Reactive hyperplasia   
Metastasis   
Lymphoma   

Kikuchi  
Non specific  

SCC  

 
31(67.39%) 
02(04.34%) 
01(02.17%) 
05(10.86%) 

                            01(02.17%) 
05(10.86%) 
01(02.17%) 

 
DISCUSSION: 
Total 46 cases were selected in this series with 
presentation of cervical lymphadenitis; patient’s 

mean age was found 34.21+5.12 y ears. Similarly 
Channa MA et al[10] reported that mean age of the 
patients was 32.9 years with the range of 14 to70. 
Albasri AM et al [14] reported that patient’s mean 

age was 33.9 years with range of 2.5 to 96 years. In 
this study female gender was found in the majority 
28(40.87%), while male gender was 18(39.13%). Our 
study was quite consistent with study conducted 
through Ahmed I[15]  et al  in our country (male 
16.6%, female 83.4% with male: female ratio 1:5), in 
another Indian study  of Jha BC  et  al[16] reported 
that male were 42.85% and female were 57.15% with 
ratio 1:1.3 respectively. While in a study of Magsi PB 
et al [17] found apposite findings as male were 
57.14% and female were 42.86% with the ratio 
1.33:1.  
In this study fever was commonest clinical feature in 
76% cases, following by swelling, abscess, solid 
nodes, weight loss, loss of appetite and others were 
noted with percentage of 55.69%, 39.13%, 45.65%, 
58.69% and 21.73% respectively. As well as Channa 
MA et al [10] reported that 41% of our patients 
presented with neck swellings, 18.5% collar stud 
abscess while 3% had discharging sinus.  Our 
findings also comparable with the regional study 
conducted by Malik GA et al [18] in which stated 
that 71 % cases had neck swellings while 12.6% had 
an abscess and 2% had discharging sinus. In a recent 
study of Kamal MS et al [19] reported similar results 
as that 45 (69.2%) had solid lymph nodes out of all 
cases, while 14(21.5%) were with abscess and 9.2% 
cases had discharging sinus. We found lymph node 
less than 3 CM found in 31(67.39%) cases and more 

than 3 CM were in15 (32.61%) cases. On other hand 
Kamal MS et al[19] reported that in 54.8% cases 
lymph node size was<3cm, in 37.1% cases it was 3-6 
cm and  in the 8.1% cases it was >6cm in diameter. 
Tuberculosis was found commonest diagnosis in 
57.14%. Similarly Alam J et al [20] reported that 
68.8% patients were having cervical lymph node 
enlargement due to tuberculosis diagnosed on 
excisional biopsy. It was consistent with a study of 
Yassin MA et al [21] in which he reported that 
tuberculous lymphadenopathy was in 72.8% cases. In 
another local study conducted by Umer MF et al2 
reported that 70% patients having tuberculosis 
infection. While Javaid M et al [22] demonstrated 
that incidence of tuberculous lymphadenopathy to be 
57.2%. In the favor of our study Choudhry et al [23] 
stated that 58% cases had cervical lymphadenitis, out 
of all study participants. On other hand in another 
study stated that tuberculous lymphadenitis 
prevalence is 36%, although this risk factor was 
commonest in their study, but it is very less as 
compare to our study. On other hand NIZAMI KM et 
al [24] reported that 60(85.75%) cases had 
tuberculous lymphadenopathy, this incidence of 
tuberculous lymphadenopathy is high from our study.  
In our study reactive hyperplasia in the 02(04.34%), 
Metastasis in 1 case, Lymphoma in 10.86% cases, 
Kikuchi in 1 case, non-specific was found in 10.86% 
cases while SCC was noted only in 1 case. In the 
comparison of our study NIZAMI KM et al24 
reported that 7(10%) patients reactive hyperplasia 
found while two patients (2.85%) had lymphoma and 
only one patient (1.42%) had metastatic lesion from 
thyroid carcinoma. Khan I et al [4] reported that 
reactive hyperplasia and non-specific inflammation 
was noted in the 19.3% cases having lymph nodes.  
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Similar findings were found also in some other 
studies [25-27]. 
 
CONCLUSION:  
We concluded that cervical lymphadenitis was most 
frequent in females. Commonest clinical features 
were Fever, swelling, weight loss, loss of appetite 
and abscess.  Most common histopathological 
diagnosis was tuberculosis and lymphoma, while 
malignancy was only in one case. FNAC is the 
reliable and noninvasive diagnostic tool for it. By 
early diagnosis and the treatment can reduce the 
morbidity and mortality. 
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